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Site: Conjunto 
 
First Impressions. This recording may seem puzzling at first, because while the 
musicians are Spanish‐speakers, the featured instrument is an accordion, and the tune 
sounds like a polka. You may even feel like getting up, grabbing a partner, and 
prancing around the floor. How did this odd blend come about? 
 
Aural Analysis. Conjunto, with or without words, is music for dancing. Because the 
conjunto ensemble is small, it is ideal for modest places, like the Texas cantina, 
basically what Anglos call a bar or small club. The most prominent instrument in 
conjunto is the accordion, a bellows‐driven free‐reed instrument invented in 1829 by 
Cyrillys Damian of Vienna, Austria. Czech and German immigrants, many of whom 
became cowboys, brought the accordion to Texas during the nineteenth century. The 
preferred accordion models have three rows of buttons on the melodic (right) side 
and far fewer on the chord (left) side. Extending the bellows drives the air through 
one set of reeds and compressing them drives the air through another. 

While the sound of the accordion dominates conjunto, other instruments are 
typical of it as well. The resonant Mexican 12‐string guitar, called bajo sexto, differs 
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from standard guitars in tuning. Whereas the American 12‐string guitar is tuned e’e’‐
BB‐GG‐DDA1A1‐E1E1, the Mexican guitar is tuned f’f’‐CC‐GG‐Dd’‐ A1a’‐E1e’. Basically, 
it plays the bass note of the first beat of the measure and strums chords on the others. 
The drum (or “trap”) set, already popular in local swing bands, came to conjunto in 
the 1940s; players use the bass drum to emphasize the downbeat and the snare drum 
to accent the offbeat. Finally, the electric bass guitar, which was invented in the 1950s, 
is used to emphasize the bass notes. 

Created and performed by Tony de la Rosa, one of the most prominent 
conjunto artists today, the song “Besos, besitos,” is about two lovers who are 
apparently breaking up. The text is in five sections that are not exactly stanzas, as they 
vary in length. The first section translates as, “After me, you’ll have lots of lovers, / 
With them will come a thousand new illusions. / But they will never erase from your 
mouth all those kisses / that made you tremble.” 

While the words might express sadness and regret, the music certainly has a 
happy‐go‐lucky feel to it. The dominant sound is the accordion, which plays 
continuous, even, staccato‐like melody notes while each of the other instruments 
performs its more routine function—playing bass notes, filling in chords, and 
emphasizing beats. As with basic polka, the dance movements are simple and 
repetitive, mostly skipping steps around the dance floor, making it easy for everyone 
to join in. 
 
Cultural Considerations. Because conjunto music originates in Texas, that is where we 
shall concentrate this study. The old Indian name for what is now Texas was Tejas, 
and Latinos from the region are described as Tejano, though many prefer to be called 
Mexicano. Although the area was first visited by Europeans in the early sixteenth 
century, Tejas was not settled by the Spanish until the early eighteenth century, when 
a Spanish Roman Catholic mission was established in San Antonio. Texas remained a 
part of the Vice Royalty of New Spain until Mexico achieved independence from Spain 
in 1821, after which it continued as a part of the Republic of Mexico. During the 1820s 
many people of non-Spanish European descent migrated there, and as a result the 
Texans sought and achieved independence from Mexico in 1836, becoming the 
independent Republic of Texas. Annexation by the United States in 1845 led to a two‐
year war (1846–1848) with Mexico, after which Texas was securely in American hands. 
Thus Tejano as a cultural term includes peoples of both Spanish‐Mexican and general 
Anglo descent, though the dominant culture was virtually the same as that of northern 
Mexico. 

Later there was considerable strife between the dominant, largely Anglo Texas 
Rangers and Spanish speakers. With such violent history now left to historians, it is 
Tejano food and conjunto music, often characterized as “Tex‐ Mex,” that is this area’s 
most prominent contribution to American cultural life as a whole. 

Early dance bands, called Banda tìpica, consisted of whatever instruments 
were available. They accompanied dancers doing the schottische, waltz, polka, and 
mazurka, these being the then‐current ballroom dances of Europe and America. As 
time went on, the accordion and 12‐string Mexican guitar became standard. Although 
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the polka remains popular, the most fashionable dance now is the duple‐metered 
ranchera (which, to the uninitiated, also sounds like a polka). While conjunto retains 
a loyal following, other genres have come to overshadow it. The Tejano swing band, 
called banda or orquesta, reached its peak by the 1990s and has been succeeded by 
a newer, mostly synthesized type called el grupo, of which the late Selena Quintanilla, 
murdered in 1993, was the best-known performer. 


